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Standard abbreviations are employed throughout this volume for the following Kierkegaardian texts. For other editions cited, and for works by other authors, see the bibliography and the footnotes to individual chapters.

### In English

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Abbreviations


In Danish


SKS  Søren Kierkegaards Skrifter, ed. Niels Jorgen Cappelorn et al., projected 55 vols. (Copenhagen: Gads Forlag, 1997–). Cited by volume and page number, and (in some cases) by entry number.

No attempt has been made in this volume to standardize the contributors’ references to Johannes de silentio, the pseudonymous author and presumed narrator of Fear and Trembling. Some contributors prefer his full name (or formal title), while others favor informal, shorthand
references, such as “Johannes,” “silentio,” “Silentio,” or “de silentio.” It is the editor’s judgment that the resulting variety of references is a natural (and perhaps intended) consequence of Kierkegaard’s decision to publish *Fear and Trembling* as a pseudonymous work.